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Draft Minutes of EHFF Board Meeting 

Date 16th October 2014. 

Venue: Maison Zwier, Utrecht 

Attendees:  
Present: Marius Buiting (Chair), David Somekh, Seán Conlan, Matthijs Zwier 
Skype: Ales Bourek, Rui Loureiro 

1. Apologies 
Shawn Day, David Goldberg, Lucy Scott-Moncrieff 

2. Welcome to new Board member 
Following introductions, the Chair formally welcomed Matthijs Zwier to the Board, 
and all wished him well. The Chair commented on the need to enrich the Board 
further and to perhaps look wider. AB made the point that bringing younger people 
onto the Board would give them experience, and provide fresh thinking. 
The Chair also encouraged DS & MZ to look at a mentoring role for SD. Some of the 
EVY members are also interested in becoming involved in EHFF. (Action) To be 
discussed by Executive team. 

3. Minutes of last meeting 16.03.14 
3a. Matters arising from the minutes not on the agenda 

• It was agreed that having failed to find a patron, despite some efforts during 
the last 6 months, each member of the Board would try and suggest at least 
one candidate. 

• The idea of secondments or internships is still a going concern, but small 
amounts of further funding are needed 

• DS raised the question of a possible event next year, on patient 
empowerment, which could be co-hosted with Euceps, ENOPE and other 
partners (with maybe some support from the Commission). Work is ongoing to 
scope the possibilities. 

The Minutes were approved. 

4. Brief oral report on financial accounts for 2014 to date  
DS made an oral report:  the key points were: 
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• The year began with a deficit of approx. £3000 (monies owed to Directors for 
expenses during 2013) 

• Incomings so far in 2014 have been around £32,250, some from consultancy 
to CFWi, the majority a charitable donation from a sponsor JH. 

• A further £16,000 is expected this year from ongoing EU projects 
• Outgoings, including payment of outstanding debts and running costs (mostly 

travel expenses) so far amount to £10,000 
• Likely outgoings for the rest of the year would be in the region of £8000 

including the first four months payment to CBO for use of MZ’s time 
The Chair asked that this report be provided to the Board with the minutes, and is 
appended here as Annex 1 

5. Questions arising from the report on progress of the 2014 work plan 
(provided as part of the Board papers). 

The Chair began by making observations regarding the spontaneous emergence of 
network organisations in society as a whole, particularly at local level. Those referred 
to were primarily in the Dutch context, but nevertheless he felt this had relevance to 
our mission. 
He also commented that for a Futures organisation, one would expect a more 
innovative way of describing what we have been doing and it was agreed that it 
would be interesting to translate the content of the report into something like a 
visualisation. 
The characteristics of new Board members were identified and a two- stage process 
was suggested for their recruitment. 
They should be interested/have experience in/competencies related to: 

1. Futures/innovation 
2. Europe 
3. Healthcare as part of Society 

Phase One: 
Each one of us to input into a single list of candidates (Action) All  
Find out if they are interested 

Phase Two 
Board to select one or two (prior to march 2015? For further consideration by 
Executive) 
Approach them again 

MZ talked about the mutual benefits of cooperation between EVY and EHFF. While 
relatively autonomous, EVY sees the benefit of working within the EHFF umbrella 
and has discussed with Shawn Day the possibility of developing the EVY site within 
the main EHFF platform. 
DS raised the question of whether there might be mutual benefit from ESQH also 
using the EHFF platform. 
It was agreed that outstanding issues for EHFF are still the question of branding 
(particularly product definition), successful engagement of the EHFF community in 
co-production (which necessarily would be incremental) and locating a symbolic 
leader. 
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6. Strategic planning for 2015 
The Chair suggested that a Wintercamp in Jan/Feb might be an option, with interest 
from the Community being canvassed over the next six weeks. 
Whether this format was chosen or not, the key themes of innovation, sustainability 
and re-examining our core values were approved. 
AB spoke about recognising that a different mode of functioning was needed for the 
virtual as opposed to the real environment. RL also supported the idea of challenging 
our position in regard to innovation and the Chair gave his views on this. 
AB also spoke on the issue of our capability to enhance the new leadership that 
innovation requires. 
Financially it was noted that EHFF needs to raise approximately 40k over the next 15 
months in order to sustain itself )i.e. have finds for the following year) – DS to 
propose at next Board meeting Honoria for active executive members if that target 
reached, otherwise not. 
One of the challenges facing the organisation is to create a futures governance 
model, and new mechanisms for monitoring and reporting (to be included in strategy 
discussions): 

Recognise volunteerism and measure it 
Subsidies/crowd-funding etc. 
Our legacy (the Sunflower movement in NL was given as an example) 

7. Current issues 
There was only time to deal with the first item on the agenda under this heading. SC 
gave a brief report on the progress of the webinar programme. A lot of lessons have 
been learnt as we have experimented with the modality. There will be a webinar at 
the end of November. 

8. AOB 
No items were raised. !
9. Date of next meeting 
Final agreement on a date was deferred but in principle it would be in Spring 2015.
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